Friends of The Bach Players 2017

The Bach Players Limited
Registered Charity no. 1077709
GIFT AID DECLARATION

Please treat the enclosed gift as a Gift Aid donation *
I confirm I have paid or will pay an amount of Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax for
the current tax year (6 April to 5 April) that is at least equal to the amount of tax that
all the charities and Community Amateur Sports Clubs (CASCS) that I donate to will
reclaim on my gifts for the current tax year. I understand that other taxes such as VAT
and Council Tax do not qualify. I understand the charity will reclaim 25p of tax on every
£1 that I have given.
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address 		

................................................
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........................

signature

................................................

By becoming a Friend of The Bach Players, you support both our concerts and our
recordings – costly operations that always need subsidy from somewhere. You will also
become part of a community of people who enjoy and support what we do.
This community is most visible at the parties we hold to launch a CD. These are
informal, enjoyable, friendly, and even educational events – as we believe the concerts
are too. We talk about the CD with contributions from those involved in its production:
musicians, producer, engineer, writer, designer. We play some music. We serve wine
and cakes. And it’s a chance to talk with us musicians and with fellow members of the
audience.
If you become a Friend of The Bach Players in 2017, you will
— become a subscriber to the CD Bach and before, with your name printed in it
(if you choose), and will receive one copy of it
— be invited to a party at which we launch the CD
The cost for this is £45.
Bach and before contains music that we played at concerts in October 2015, and which
features vocal and instrumental works by J. S. Bach’s predecessors at St Thomas’s
Leipzig – Johnann Hermann Schein, Johann Schelle, Johann Kuhnau. The disc ends
with Bach’s great cantata ‘Die Elenden sollen essen’ (BWV 75). This will be the twelfth
and concluding CD for our series on the Hyphen Press Music label. A new series
devoted to single-composer recordings is planned with another label for 2018.
We hope you will want to support us !

Please notify the charity if you:
— Want to cancel this declaration
— Change your name or home address
— No longer pay sufficient tax on your income and/or capital gains.

Nicolette Moonen
Artistic director: The Bach Players

lf you pay lncome Tax at the higher or additional rate and want to receive the
additional tax relief due to you, you must include all your Gift Aid donations on your
Self Assessment tax return or ask HM Revenue and Customs to adjust your tax code

* the cost of the benefit on which The Bach Players can reclaim is £32.50 (£45 less
the value of the CD); if you chose to add something in addition to that figure, we can
claim on that amount also

The Bach Players
24a York Rise
London nw5 1st
020 7428 5865
nm@thebachplayers.org.uk
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I would like to become a Friend of The Bach Players for 2017
and make this payment of £45.
I would like to make an additional donation of £
(see reverse side to make the Gift Aid donation)
Please pay by cheque to The Bach Players,
or by bank transfer to
The Bach Players
account: 45447705
sort code: 60–24–23

Name:

Please give the form of your name in which you want to be listed in the CD,
or say if you prefer to be anonymous

Address:

Email & telephone:

Send this form to
The Bach Players, 24a York Rise, London NW5 1ST

Full descriptions of The Bach Players CDs, with sound samples and reviews:
on the Hyphen Press website (www.hyphenpress.co.uk/products/music)
and The Bach Players website (www.thebachplayers.org.uk/recordings)

